DOES IOL MATERIAL MATTER?

Surgeons weigh in on the relative importance of IOL composition and design.
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Differentiating the Effects of Design Versus Material

Differences in IOL function can be seen even within material categories.

By Randall J. Olson, MD

When IOLs were first introduced, the only lens material used was polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA). Differences among materials were largely irrelevant until glass IOLs came along. Glass had some adherents until it became clear that Nd:YAG laser capsulotomy could shatter this material in the eye, at which time these products disappeared almost overnight.¹

Later, with the introduction of foldable IOLs, first with silicone and then hydrophobic and hydrophilic acrylic materials, the issue of material impact became significant. At first, the general impression was that material was extremely important, and conclusions were readily drawn in regard to perceived variances in different materials. By and large, it was taken as a fact that silicone IOLs were more inflammatory in the eye and induced much more capsular opacification, both posterior and anterior, than hydrophobic acrylic IOLs (Figure 1).

It is now understood that the physical properties of IOLs were also important regarding how they behaved in the eye. The best example, and the principle that is now best understood, has to do with the truncated optic edge, which can act as a barrier to lens epithelial cell migration and result in decreased posterior capsular opacification (PCO).²,³

When this barrier effect was observed, it was suddenly not so clear that PCO prevention was necessarily related to the hydrophobic acrylic material; it could just as easily have been related to the mechanical edge effect. Furthermore, although studies showed an increase in inflammatory signs such as giant cell deposition with early generations of silicone IOLs,⁴ with later generations this tendency was less clear.⁵

This was also the case in regard to anterior capsular contraction and opacification. These phenomena appeared to be related to silicone IOLs, but newer variations of silicone did not necessarily share this same characteristic.⁶

WHAT WE HAVE LEARNED

What have we learned about optic materials overall with

• An IOL is a total package. That is, both its physical characteristics and its material are important in how the lens functions in the eye.
• There are differences within each material category (silicone, hydrophobic acrylic, hydrophilic acrylic), and one material will not necessarily act like another in the same category.
• Despite a long evolution, no IOL material has all the ideal properties; every material has advantages and disadvantages.
• Hybrid materials hold the promise of combining the best qualities of hydrophobic and hydrophilic, or hygroscopic, materials.
time? The following principles have been well elucidated and understood:

- An IOL is a total package. That is, its physical characteristics and the IOL material itself are important in how the lens functions in the eye. It is important to distinguish what is a material effect and what is a physical effect. This can often be difficult to differentiate.

- We like to simplify the material categorization of IOLs so that one size fits all. However, we now know that there are differences in each material category, so that one material is not necessarily going to act like another in regard to, for instance, inflammatory signs or capsular contracture. As another example, the propensity for glistenings in an optic material can be vastly different between two lenses that are both categorized as hydrophobic acrylic. Also, even though calcification has largely been a problem associated with hydrophilic acrylic IOLs, we now know that some hydrophilic acyclic lenses seem to be very, if not completely, resistant to this phenomenon. We must be careful about lumping lenses together in a single category.

As time goes on, it is to be hoped that we will get a better handle on the best characteristics of each material, in combination with the best physical characteristics, in order to improve the overall quality of IOLs in the future.

DOCUMENTED MATERIAL DIFFERENCES

Considering all of the foregoing, what can we say today about the IOL materials themselves in regard to their qualities as components of an IOL? The best summary of the latest information is as follows:

**Silicone.** Silicone IOLs, if they have a truncated edge, can influence postoperative cataract surgery outcomes, including the occurrence and frequency of complications such as posterior capsular opacification (PCO). Several studies have described the possible roles of material and design in the prevention of this hurdle. Some of these studies have evaluated material properties, particularly adhesive properties that lead to different patterns of protein adsorption on IOL surfaces.¹

**ROLE OF DESIGN**

The most important IOL feature in PCO prevention with capsular-bag–fixated IOLs was found to be the presence of a square edge on the posterior optic surface, regardless of IOL material (Figure 1). Still, studies evaluating the microstructure of the edges of currently available foldable IOLs have shown that all square edges are not equally square.² As a group, hydrophilic acrylic lenses were found to have edges that were less square than those of hydrophobic acrylic and silicone lenses.³ Furthermore, animal, cadaver eye, and clinical studies have shown that the square edge should be present for 360° around the lens optic for maximal efficiency in PCO prevention.⁴

Some IOL designs significantly change the interaction of the lens with the capsular bag, which has an impact on overall capsular bag clarity. Tassignon’s bag-in-the-lens concept involves the use of an IOL designed to fit within the opening of a twin capsulorrhexis, and the surgeon must perform anterior and posterior capsulorrhexes of the same size to hold the lens (Figure 2).⁵ Recently, studies have suggested that lenses maintaining the capsular bag in an open or expanded state were associated with improved bag clarity.⁶

**ROLE OF MATERIAL**

The material used in the manufacture of IOLs also has an association with specific changes in the lens optics that can be observed postoperatively. As a group, hydrophilic acrylic or hydrogel materials have an increased
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**HOW MUCH DOES IOL MATERIAL MATTER IN PCO AND IOL OPACIFICATION?**

By Liliana Werner, MD, PhD

IOL characteristics can influence postoperative cataract surgery outcomes, including the occurrence and frequency of complications such as posterior capsular opacification (PCO). Several studies have described the possible roles of material and design in the prevention of this hurdle. Some of these studies have evaluated material properties, particularly adhesive properties that lead to different patterns of protein adsorption on IOL surfaces.¹

**ROLE OF DESIGN**

The most important IOL feature in PCO prevention with capsular-bag–fixated IOLs was found to be the presence of a square edge on the posterior optic surface, regardless of IOL material (Figure 1). Still, studies evaluating the microstructure of the edges of currently available foldable IOLs have shown that all square edges are not equally square.² As a group, hydrophilic acrylic lenses were found to have edges that were less square than those of hydrophobic acrylic and silicone lenses.³ Furthermore, animal, cadaver eye, and clinical studies have shown that the square edge should be present for 360° around the lens optic for maximal efficiency in PCO prevention.⁴

Some IOL designs significantly change the interaction of the lens with the capsular bag, which has an impact on overall capsular bag clarity. Tassignon’s bag-in-the-lens concept involves the use of an IOL designed to fit within the opening of a twin capsulorrhexis, and the surgeon must perform anterior and posterior capsulorrhexes of the same size to hold the lens (Figure 2).⁵ Recently, studies have suggested that lenses maintaining the capsular bag in an open or expanded state were associated with improved bag clarity.⁶

**Figure 1.** Pseudophakic human eye obtained postmortem implanted with a three-piece silicone lens with square optic edges. Although there is abundant Soemmering ring formation, the posterior capsule is clear. The edge of the capsulorrhexis exhibits fibrosis.

**Figure 2.** Pseudophakic human eye obtained postmortem implanted with the Tassignon bag-in-the-lens (Morcher) showing an overall clear bag with localized patches of Soemmering ring formation.

**Figure 3.** Explanted three-piece hydrophilic acrylic lens exhibiting calcification.

**Figure 4.** Explanted plate-haptic silicone lens exhibiting calcification on the posterior optic surface.

**Figure 5.** Explanted three-piece PMMA lens exhibiting snowflake degeneration.
be associated with an excellent and possibly even superior PCO-prevention profile. Some of the latest silicone materials have been associated with no more inflammation than hydrophobic acrylic IOL materials and no greater anterior capsular contracture.\textsuperscript{5,6}

Unique problems are associated with silicone IOLs. Silicone oil tends to obscure the view of the posterior segment with all silicone IOLs; this continues to be a consideration for why such lenses should not be used in some patients.\textsuperscript{7} Silicone IOLs also have been uniquely associated with calcification in any eye with asteroid hyalosis (Figure 2). Although this is an uncommon problem, it is a relative contraindication to use of silicone IOLs.\textsuperscript{8} In addition, due most likely to the material's lower refractive index, silicone IOLs seem to be more forgiving in regard to pseudophakic dysphotopsia than many acrylic IOLs.\textsuperscript{9}

Two hydration-related phenomena have been described in the literature in IOLs made of various materials, particularly hydrophobic acrylic materials: glistenings and surface light scattering.\textsuperscript{9} All hydrophobic acrylic lenses on the market do not have the same propensity to exhibit these changes, however. Glistenings are fluid-filled microvacuoles that form within the IOL optic when the lens is in an aqueous environment. They are usually distributed throughout the entire bulk of the IOL optic, and their size usually ranges from 1 to 20 µm. Surface light scattering is a whitening appearance of the lens surface when light is directed at the IOL with an angle of incidence of 30° or greater during slit-lamp examination. It is also apparent during image capture Scheimpflug photography at an angle of 45°.\textsuperscript{9} Studies have shown that this scattering was predominantly caused by phase separation of water (from aqueous humor) as subsurface nanoglistenings.\textsuperscript{9}

The condition called snowflake degeneration is usually observed in three-piece PMMA lenses made in the 1980s and early 1990s, which were generally manufactured by injection molding. This is a slowly progressive condition represented by PMMA degradation caused by long-term ultraviolet light exposure. The intraoptic spherical lesions observed in these cases are thought to correspond to foci of degenerated PMMA material (Figure 5).\textsuperscript{7}

**SUMMARY**

Although IOL design appears to have a more significant impact on overall postoperative capsular bag clarity compared with optic material, specific changes in IOL optics may be associated with the material used in the manufacture of the lens.
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Hydrophobic acrylics. In the United States at least, hydrophobic acrylics are far and away the most common IOL materials used today. These are very well-accepted materials, and, with a truncated edge design, these IOLs have been very resistant to PCO. Some IOL materials in this category have shown a propensity for glistening formation inside the lens optic; however, other materials have not. This is likely due to the low water content of these hydrophobic materials; the lower the water content when the IOL is fully saturated, the greater the likelihood of glistenings.

In my opinion, these materials have generally been associated with more pseudophakic dysphotopsia than other materials; however, this may have been related more to their higher refractive index and flatter anterior curvature, as well as untreated, truncated IOL edges.

The hydrophobic materials tend to be brittle, and, if inappropriately handled, they can experience surface damage and even develop cracks in the optic; however, modern insertion devices have essentially eliminated this problem clinically.

Long-term studies of hydrophobic acrylic IOLs with similar physical characteristics have shown no difference in PCO development, but differences in anterior capsular opacification (ACO) have been seen. ACO has become more relevant due to increasing concerns about capsular contracture and late dislocation of IOLs still in the capsular bag. Some IOLs in this category have also shown a surface roughening phenomenon that appears to worsen with time, while other hydrophobic acrylic IOLs seem to avoid this problem. As with glistenings, the impact of this development on visual quality remains controversial.

Hydrophilic acrylics. For hydrophilic acrylic IOLs with truncated edge designs, PCO is quite limited. However, all else being equal, it appears that PCO is more common with hydrophilic acrylic IOL materials than with other material categories.

This group of materials has also shown the tendency to develop calcification. It seems that the latest generation of hydrophilic acrylic IOLs is less likely to experience this problem; however, new cases of calcification of hydrophilic acrylic materials keep appearing. The latest risk appears to be associated with the use of intraocular gases.

These materials are certainly the most forgiving in regard to maintaining a good view when silicone oil is used in the eye, and they are probably the most biocompatible of all the materials for use in eyes with chronic uveitis.

PMMA. PMMA lenses are rarely used today in the United States, although they are still commonly used elsewhere in the world. These rigid materials have an excellent long-term track record, and, with a truncated edge design, they are very protective against PCO.

Some injection-molded PMMA lenses develop very severe glistening. By and large, however, this material has been well accepted with its only downside being the need for a larger incision because PMMA is not foldable.

CONCLUSION

We are still learning about differences in IOL materials. We must do a better job of differentiating the effects of physical characteristics of the IOL design from effects due to the material. We also must also be very careful not to assume that one lens in any category is going to behave the same as others in that category; we have seen significant differences over time as these materials have been refined.


Qualities of the Ideal IOL Material

Progress in materials engineering has enabled advances in cataract surgery.

By Manfred R. Tetz, MD; and Matthew R. Jorgensen, PhD

The first modern use of a designed foreign object to replace the natural human lens during cataract surgery was by Sir Harold Ridley. The operation came following the suggestion of an intern,
who asked why he was not replacing the lens he had just removed. The choice of material for replacement was directed by Ridley’s experience during wartime removing benign PMMA shrapnel from pilots’ eyes.

That episode began a long and exciting search for materials that could be utilized in IOLs. As understanding of the relationship between IOL material and performance has matured, the engineering of materials with targeted properties has flourished. Choice of materials affects the design, manufacture, insertion, and performance of IOLs, making it one of the central decisive factors in successful IOL implantation.

Following Ridley’s early attempts, the years of trial and error in IOL design were difficult, leading many ophthalmologists to abandon the idea altogether. However, the practice of IOL implantation was revolutionized in the 1980s with the introduction of phacoemulsification; this allowed much smaller incisions and motivated the use of IOL materials that could be folded. Thomas Mazzocco designed and then began implanting a foldable plate-haptic silicone IOL, the so-called Mazzocco taco (Figure 3).

Since that time, the range of available IOL materials has expanded to include hydrophilic (more appropriately called hygroscopic) acrylics, hydrophobic acrylics, and, most recently, hybrid materials with specially designed chemistry.

THE IDEAL MATERIAL

Ideally, an IOL material should be biocompatible and flexible; should have a high refractive index, a high surface hardness, and an equilibrium of water and salt content that mirrors the ocular environment; and it should be capable of manufacture with a sharp optic edge. The gold standard would, of course, achieve the optimum values of all of these properties; however, this ideal has not yet been reached, as every available material has advantages and disadvantages. Nevertheless, recent progress in material sciences has brought IOLs closer than ever to this goal.

Silicone lenses are flexible, have a very hydrophobic surface that resists posterior capsular opacification (PCO), and have recently been shown to have the sharpest edges. Unfortunately, early silicone IOLs were reported to have issues with discoloration and calcification associated with certain eye conditions. Although more modern silicone IOLs appear to have addressed these problems, their track record in the literature has created a lasting aversion.

Flexible hydrophilic or hygroscopic acrylic lenses more closely mimic biologic tissue due to their high water content, which ranges from 18% to 34%. Although they are hygroscopic, they may, like silicone, have hydrophobic surfaces that lead to low PCO rates. Due to their high water content, they regrettably have lower refractive indices and therefore are thicker lenses. On the other hand, they also reduce glare and other aberrations. Early hygroscopic acrylic lenses were too soft, which led to complications including internal and external calcification and secondary cataract formation. Because of these past complications, trust in the performance of hygroscopic acrylic materials has been damaged.

Hydrophobic acrylic lenses were developed at least in part to address the issues that had arisen with hygroscopic lenses, and these are the most widely used IOLs today. One-piece and three-piece hydrophobic lenses can be inserted through very small incisions without damage. Although they are not as good as silicone or hydrophilic materials at resisting PCO, their performance is still much better than that of PMMA.

These characteristics make modern hydrophobic lenses a tribute to the benefits of innovation in the fields of materials science and cataract surgery. Although the state of the art is good, further improvements can still be made to improve PCO rates, increase surface hardness, and reduce glistenings.

HYBRID MATERIALS

The newest IOL materials combine the best features of hydrophobic and hygroscopic lenses using hybrid materials. Hygroscopic components are included to produce the desired equilibrium of water content (important to reduce glistenings), while hydrophobic elements allow flexibility (Continued on page 61)
(Continued from page 51)

and control the refractive index. One example, the enVista (Bausch + Lomb), appears to have eliminated the forma-
tion of glistenings while improving surface hardness. It is 
expected that other lenses with superior properties are in 
development.

CONCLUSION

Since the development of the first IOLs, progress in 
materials engineering has enabled advances in cataract 
surgery that continue to improve patient vision. As new 
surgical technologies are pioneered, and the gold standard 
definition of the ideal IOL evolves, the development of IOL 
materials will hold a central role in the future of cataract 
surgery.
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